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The Eagle Scout Statement of Ambition
All young men and women nearing the rank of Eagle Scout—the pinnacle of Scouting—are
required to submit a statement of ambitions and life purpose, in advance of their Eagle Scout board
of review. The committee members of the boards of review use these statements to develop
questions for the Scout about his or her Scouting journey, achievements, and life goals.
The statement of ambitions provides both an opportunity for these exceptional young men and
women to reflect on their Scouting journeys and to share their dreams for the future. On average,
only two to four per cent of Scouts achieve the Eagle Scout rank, and less than one-quarter of one
per cent of the entire population will become an Eagle Scout. The Scouts on these pages have
showed up and put in the work. The Eagle Scout rank represents years of dedication and tenacity,
and the 2020 Jimmy D. Lackie Class of Eagle Scouts represents the best of Scouting.
In 2020, the one hundred twenty-eight Scouts achieved the Eagle Scout rank in the Chickasaw
Council. As the reader will see, Chickasaw Council Scouts are accomplished and ambitious. Read
about the work, the hours and days and weeks and months that each Scout dedicated to this
journey; read about the fun and adventure, the trips to Kia Kima, Philmont, Sea Base; read about
the challenges, the hardships and obstacles faced by these Scouts with unwavering commitment;
and read about the dreams, the college and career plans that highlight the impact these Eagle Scouts
want to make on the world. The future is bright for these Eagle Scouts, and it is evident that
Scouting, with its aims of character development, citizenship, and personal fitness, is more
important than ever.
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The Chickasaw Council Districts
This publication contains the Eagle Scout statements of ambitions divided by district. The
Chickasaw Council is served by eight districts in the Mid-South metropolitan area:
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
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Eastern District, serving Arlington, Collierville, Cordova, Hickory Hill, Lakeland, and
Germantown, all in Shelby County, Tennessee.
Malmaison District, serving Carrollton, in Carroll County; Grenada, in Grenada County;
Greenwood, in LeFlore County; Winona, in Montgomery County; Charleston, in
Tallahatchie County; all in Mississippi.
Northwest Mississippi District, serving Hernando, Olive Branch, and Southaven, in
DeSoto County; Senatobia, in Tate County; Batesville, in Panola County, and Tunica, in
Tunica County; all in Mississippi.
Tallaha District, serving Cleveland, in Bolivar County; Clarksdale, in Coahoma County;
Marks in Quitman County, and Ruleville, in Sunflower County; all in Mississippi.
Thunderbird District, serving East Memphis, in Shelby County, Tennessee.
Twin Banks District, serving Marion and West Memphis in Crittenden County, AR;
Capleville, Downtown, Midtown, Mud Island, Uptown, and Whitehaven in Shelby
County, Tennessee.
Washington District, serving Belzoni, in Humphreys County; Indianola, in Sunflower
County; and Greenville, in Washington County; all in Mississippi.
Wolf River District, serving Bartlett, Frayser, Lakeland, Millington, and Raleigh, all in
Shelby County, Tennessee.

The 2020 Jimmy D. Lackie Class of Eagle Scouts
Eastern District
Logan H. Abramovitz – Troop 332
Sean M. Bivins – Troop 455
Samuel E. Bosque – Troop 457
Sebastian E. Bougeois, III – Troop 50
Shahar Cahana – Troop 25
Christian J. Coleman – Troop 56
Louis E. Cychowski – Troop 270
Alexander B. Denzer – Troop 56
Kyle V. Duke – Troop 338
Matthew R. Edwards – Troop 331
Samuel A. Faber – Troop 25
Nathan J. Gaylor – Troop 452
Christopher K. Gomez – Troop 331
Levi C. Griffith – Troop 276
Graham J. Gumbert – Troop 331
Jacob H. Hays – Troop 50
William J. Hicks – Troop 64
Philip B. Hysong – Troop 270
Eric A. Johnsen – Troop 64
Thomas C. Korsmo – Troop 455
Robert C. Kuntzman, II – Troop 64
Ethan M. Maness – Troop 270
William D. Marsh – Troop 270
Lucas M. Modin – Troop 368
John L. Perry – Troop 74
Chancellor M. Reynolds, Jr. – Troop 48
John S. Rice Troop 270
Matthew T. Ripberger – Troop 457
Michael R. Rook – Troop 48
John. E. Shirley – Troop 331
Matthew C. Q. Show – Troop 364
Jack M. Siegel – Troop 56
Nicholas A. Silea – Troop 332
Thomas E. Simmons – Troop 276
Phillip L. Twilley – Troop 457
Alexander C. Vietzke – Troop 48
Jacob T. Wong – Troop 56
Cade D. Yearwood – Troop 270
Owen J. Zuckerman – Troop 270
Malmaison District
Walter P. Camp – Troop 4200
Ethan T. Clark – Troop 4200
William C. Cookston – Troop 4200
Dephabian L. Fant – Troop 4370
Turner D. Haynes – Troop 4200
Landon S. Hentz – Troop 4081

Malmaison District Cont’d.
Carter E. Huddleston – Troop 4200
Richard S. Lienhart – Troop 4039
Dhruv R. Patel – Troop 4200
John R. Poe – Troop 4200
Charles D. Stewart – Troop
Jordan R. Simmons – Troop 4081
Arnav Thakur – Troop 4200
Turner M. Vaughn – Troop 4200
Northwest Mississippi District
Michael A. Carter – Troop 97
William C. Clark – Troop 97
William M. Fuselier – Troop 97
Thomas P. Harkins, IV – Troop 478
Ethan D. Hill – Troop 234
Clayton A. Hoover – Troop 73
Wesley C. Janes – Troop 234
Cooper E. Johnson – Troop 141
Ava R. M. Look – Troop 1*
Mitchell P. Martin – Troop 97
Caleb J. McCain – Troop 73
Jordan D. McCollins – Troop 478
Archer S. Murphey – Trop 478
Webb S. Murphey – Troop 478
Anniston J. Murphy – Troop 1*
Samuel N. Quon – Troop 97
Matthew B. Rushing – Troop 234
Jackson A. Thomas – Troop 478
Gabriel A. Towles – Troop 478
Ryan A. Wolfe – Troop 73
Vincenzio J. Wheeler – Troop 409
Tadarrian L. Woodard – Troop 478
Richard T. H. Wright – Troop 478
Tallaha District
Thomas H. Cooke –Troop 23
Nathaniel D. Cutts – Troop 23
Rex C. Davis, Jr. – Troop 4002
Christian J. Fulcher – Troop 23
Seth B. Givens – Troop 23
Nathan R. Logan – Troop 23
Corbitt C. Plez – Troop 4002
Samuel C. Seeley – Troop 23
Samuel C. Storey – Troop 4442
William C. Wessel – Troop 4002
*Inaugural class of female Eagle Scouts

Thunderbird District
Jackson D. Bailey – Troop 81
Wendell T. Caldwell – Troop 278
Gabriel N. Croom – Troop 274
Erich DeWane – Troop 341
John L. Fentress – Troop 86
Patrick I. Greer – Troop 274
Andrew R. .Harris – Troop 55
Asher M. Hill – Troop 241
Jesse A. Houston – Troop 278
James W. Kay – Troop 81
Scott P. Ledbetter, III – Troop 55
Adam R. Loskovitz – Troop 81
Thomas D. Miller – Troop 241
Ryan Z. Peng - Troop 241
Evan A. Price – Troop 241
Dominic J. Reynolds – Troop 341
Graham W. Ross – Troop 341
George T. Sentilles – Troop 55
Joshua D. Springer – Troop 341
Nicholas C. Stamey – Troop 274
Samuel I. Tremaine – Troop 341
Adam M. Willett – Troop 274
Twin Banks District
Joseph A. Barnes – Troop 34
Nicholas D. Chrisman – Troop 72
Jackson R. Danley – Troop 13
Brandon C. Green – Troop 345
Braden L. Husband – Troop 225
Caleb C. Johnson – Troop 144
Alexander P. O’Connor – Troop 13
Luke T. Reece – Troop 225
Yug T. Shah – Troop 72
Sullivan B. Spotts – Troop 225
Christopher A. Williams – Troop 225
Washington District
Draylan L. Long – Troop 4478
Nicholas J. Smith – Troop 4071
Christopher G. Tonos, III – Troop 4071
Wolf River District
Evan M. Alford – Troop 459
Thomas W. Camp – Troop 255
Riley L.M. Crowson – Troop 459
Kyle S. Danner – Troop 459
John C. Walker – Troop 459
Jordan C. Williams – Troop 261
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Note on formatting: All statements of ambitions contained within these pages are original
documents that have been scanned and compiled for publication. Because of this, the reader will
notice differences in formatting, grammar and usage, length, etc.
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l.OUIS 'CYCHOWSKI
9009 ASH MERE DRIVE, GERMANTOWN, TN 38139 * (901 )262-5803 * ECYCHOWSKJ@COMCAST.NET * TROOP 270

Letter of Ambition
My name is Louis Cychowski, and I am a candidate for the rank of Eagle Scout. Much
thought has gone into what I plan to do with my future, though I am keeping my options open.
I plan to pursue a major in Business, as well as a degree in Fire Science. Ultimately, I
would like to become a fire fighter in my community. I have always been concerned about the
welfare of my family and community, and have even been certified with the Department of
Homeland Security as a community responder through the Citizens Emergency Response
Training program in Germantown, Tennessee. A career in sales sounds interesting to me as well. I
enjoy talking with people, especially about something I am interested in -cars, for instance.
I would like to attend the University of Memphis, as well as Southwest Community
College in order to accomplish my educational goals. I am interested in these schools because
they offer opportunities in one or both of the fields of study I am considering.
This year I have become a member of the Houston High School Wrestling team, and have
tremendously enjoyed everything about this sport. I have learned the proper way to get fit and
healthy, as well as develop the skills necessary to become a valued member of a competitive team.
I plan to continue these healthy routines in the future.
In the future, I would like to get married and live in Tennessee, so I can be close to my
family. I plan to continue body building, working on cars, and being involved in my community.
Two of the points of the Scout Law that I feel are most descriptive of me are trustworthy and kind.
A career as an emergency responder demands these traits, as does any career where you deal with
people. If a person can be kind, and trustworthy, then they will have a happy life and so will the
people around him.
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Chris Gomez
10/29/19
Letter of Ambition
I have a few ideas of what I want to do when I grow older but I am still not completely
sure about my direction in life. Part of me wants to become a pilot because it is the most practical
and appealing job to me. However, I also want to choose a job that excites me and gives me a
sense of purpose each day. If I were to become a pilot, it would be an exciting job, but I am
unsure if I would find great meaning in it. One thing that I am sure about for the next stage of my
life is that I want to attend a college, however, I am unsure about which college I want to attend.
I have been looking at colleges that are in-state, specifically, MTSU and UT Knoxville. Both of
these colleges offer something different but I have yet to decide which is best for me.
A position that I am currently in is being the team captain of the Christian Brothers water
polo team. I have played water polo for three years and have had the opportunity to lead my team
through our upcoming season in the spring. We are currently in our offseason but we are still
conditioning so that we will be ready when we get in the water. I lead my fellow teammates by
setting a good example, helping out the new players, and giving others advice. I am very excited
to be leading my team this year and to potentially lead them to a victory at state championship.
Another position of leadership that I had was when I taught my brother how to lift
weights with proper form. Before my brother left for his sophomore year of college, him and I
spent the entire month of August going to the gym every other day and lifting for 45 minutes to
an how-. He has been trying to lose weight so I decided to be his personal trainer and teach him
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Graham Gumbert
Eagle Rank Statement of Life Purpose and Ambition
I have been in Scouting since the first grade, and I cannot overstate how many useful
skills it has taught me and how much it has allowed me to grow as a person. Scouting helped
cultivate a love of the outdoors within me at a young age through the campouts I attended with
my friends and family, and this love for the outdoors only grew as I progressed through the ranks
of Cub Scouts. Scouting gave me the chance to make new friends outside of my small school
when I made the change from Cub Scouts to Boy Scouts in sixth grade, and the social experience
I gained from that has impacted and will continue to impact my life in a positive way. I will
never forget the numerous skills and life lessons that Scouting has taught me, and I am sure that
it will show in what I go on to do.
After high school, I plan to go to college to major in computer science and mathematics. I
want to become a machine learning engineer. Machine learning can help address a multitude of
problems in the world by harnessing modern computers' computational speed to analyze massive
amounts of data. Some people fear the power of computers and worry that artificial intelligence
could cause people to lose their jobs to machines. This is a valid concern. My uncle, for instance,
works for a company in Silicon Valley that is developing self-driving delivery vehicles that can
be used for grocery and pizza deliveries, among other things. Although I am fascinated by what
his company is doing and how the software is being developed, I am not interested in developing
software and hardware like that. That is why I have decided not to pursue a career in artificial
intelligence and have instead fixated on machine learning.
Machine learning fascinates me. I started really learning about it a year ago when I
attended a program for high school seniors at St. Jude. I saw the profound impact machine
learning has on the diagnoses of patients through computational biology, allowing doctors and
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Jacob Harold Hays
Troop 50
10/20/19
Letter of Ambition
I began my scouting career in Cub Scouts as a Webelo IL My earliest memory in cub
scouts was building a catapult. This was a life-sized catapult and my first experience pouring
concrete. Little did I know that pouring concrete would be the basis of my Eagle project. I
learned leadership skills that helped prepare me for roles later in my scout career. As I became a
more experienced scout, I taught younger scouts basic camping survival skills such as preparing
a shelter and maintaining campsite equipment. With this experience I became more confident in
my abilities to lead and direct my fellow scouts. This experience prepared me for my future
leadership positions as quartermaster and assistant senior patrol leader.
As a quartermaster I was directly involved in maintaining scout equipment, preparing for
offsite campouts, and showing my fellow scouts the importance of being prepared and organized.
One of my challenges in being quartermaster was taking direction from fellow leaders and
passing on that direction to my patrol.
The skills that I learned from scouting influenced my school academic career. As an
active member of the chess club, I volunteered my time in setting up our local school
tournament. I also had the chance to compete against other schools and won second place
overall in my grade level. This experience made me feel confident that I could achieve success
· in something that I was passionate about.
Some of my greatest academic achievements have been in the areas of history and
science. Since these have always been an area of interest for me, I plan on continuing the pursuit
of these academic courses in high school. My long-term goal is to finish high school and attend
a four-year college with a major in business or history. I feel that by attending college I will
obtain a better grasp on my future career goals and how to obtain them.
After completing college, I plan to get a job and give back to my community. As a scout
I have learned to be helpful, friendly, and kind. I will take these traits and use them to give back
to my community through volunteering with a scout troop, and local animal shelter.
Boy Scouts has prepared me for the future in ways that I never could have imagined
when I began. I look back on my time in scouts and realize the opportunities given to me have
helped me better understand the person that I want to become. Leadership roles in scouts are
designed to build character and confidence and I am grateful that I have had those opportunities.
I am confident and prepared for the challenges that lie ahead and thankful to the Boy Scout
leaders that lead me to where I am today.
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Will Hicks - life Purpose and Ambitions
Since I was seven years old, I have wanted to fly. Originally, I wanted to be an
astronaut, but after about four years I decided I wanted to be a pilot. This was only encouraged
more by the years I have spent in scouting, including one of the most enjoyable and educational
trips of my scouting career. The day I completed aviation merit badge, after getting the
privilege of flying a FedEx simulator. Along the way I have found other aspiring careers, many
include positions in law enforcement. However, I decided to become a pilot when I was eleven.
There are four main jobs for pilots, flying passengers, flying cargo, flying corporate aircraft and
executives, and repossessing aircraft, otherwise known as a repo work. While I know I would
enjoy flying commercial passengers and doing repo, I have put some serious thought into it and
know that I really want to start by flying cargo, then possibly move into the corporate side later
in life. It will take a few years to get from becoming a pilot to working for FedEx, but that is my
end goal. There are several programs through Mountain Air Cargo, a company owned by
FedEx, that work you up into a FedEx pilot. However, an important consideration is pilots in
most of these large companies don't gain seniority by age or by how long they have been pilots,
they gain seniority by how long they have been a pilot for that company. This means if you
leave FedEx for International Paper, you will lose your seniority and be dropped to the bottom
of the list, yet another incentive to fly with the same company for as long as possible. Those
pilots who get all of the trips overseas are the pilots who have been in the company the
longest, the pilots with the most seniority get their pick as captain on that month's flights.
Two years ago, I began attending MountainTop and S.O.S, two summer camps
that focus on helping others. MountainTop is the most interesting because of the different
kinds of projects we do and all the different people we get to meet, we start at seven in the
morning and work until about five in the afternoon. Every day we get a different project,
except for the last two days which is one project. Some of the one-day projects we did at
MountainTop include cleaning trailer homes, painting, cutting grass utilizihg swing blades,
cutting back trees and vegetation, and cleaning up yards. Two-day projects include building
sheds, painting vast swathes of building or porches, building porches, and large yard work
projects. S.0.S. is great because we know that in ten years our work will continue to serve the
homeowner, S.O.S. stands for Service Over Self and our focus is on roofing. Service Over Self is
based in Binghampton which is in downtown Memphis. S.O.S. runs from eight in the morning
to five-thirty in the afternoon. The projects include deshingling, replacing rotten or brotcen
boards in the roof, rolling down a layer of underlayment and finally shingling the roof. The
church I attend, Germantown United Methodist Church, tends to arrive the very last week,
which means some groups are done and get to do yard work, but most groups are behind and
frantic to finish on time. Most years the deshingling is done and the boards are replaced so the
week is focused on shingling, but this year only some of the deshingling was done on most
houses because it had rained heavily the last two weeks. Many groups didn't finish, but every
GUMC group did finish. More recently, I helped with our annual high school retreat. They used
my parent's lake house and I was able to help find things, apply first aid, even take out the trash
and set the TV up.
I am also proud to be in charge of Windows Server and counsel our Ubuntu / Oebian personnel
during and after school for our CyberPatriots school dub. CyberPatriots is a nationwide
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Thomas C. Korsmo

My ambitions are to...
• Graduate high school with a GPA above a 3.5.
• Obtain a 30 or above on the ACT.
• Attend the Naval Academy after high school to become a Naval Aviator.
• Remain active in Boy Scouts by taking on leadership roles and working on
the National Outdoor Awards as a youth transitioning to a leader as an adult.
• Become a leader in JROTC, guiding underclassman during high school.
• Continue to become a better soccer player and referee.
• Make a smooth transition to Corpus Christi by making friends and becoming
involved in activities such as Boy Scouts, soccer and JROTC.
My life purpose it to.. ,
• Serve and defend my country as a Naval Officer.
• Continue to lead and be an example for the people around me wherever I
am.
• Be a faithful and good father to my future family.
• Staying physically strong, mentally awake, and morally straight to keep a
healthy lifestyle.
• Make contributions to the local community by volunteering.
Positions I have held that demonstrate leadership skills:
• I am the current Executive Officer for the AHS JROTC Armed Drill Team,
which is in its inaugural year.
• This past summer, I taught classes at Kia Kima Scout Reservation as a
swimming instructor.
• On a Philmont trek this past summer I was Crew Leader. During our trek the
crew earned the "We all made it", "Duty to God", and "Leave No Trace"
awards.
• I help lead the Concert Band by being First Trumpet. Our band earned
second place at the Bandmasters Championship and all superior ratings at
WTSBOA Concert Festival.
• In school I set an example with my behavior and grades including
consecutive years of honor roll and citizenship awards.
• During the eighth grade I was captain of the boys' soccer team.
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Ethan Maness
In the past eleven years as a Boy Scout, I have changed a tremendous amount. I grew up
believing that I would be a professional athlete, a physical therapist, or a doctor. I have used
scouting as a tool to discover what I want to do for a living. I have found mentors to give me
advice of life, career opportunities, and ways to make my dreams to come true. Through this
process, I have recently learned that I want to pursue a career in music. After I earned my merit
badge for music, I learned that I really enjoy making music and studying it. I decided to join the
choir in my school and I learned that I enjoy it so much that I now take multiple classes a day
dedicated to music. My dream is to become a music professor at a university and to compose
classical music. To prep for this career, I have decided to learn leadership responsibilities
through holding leadership roles in my troop. I served as chaplain, senior patrol leader, and den
chief through my troop. These positions will help me in my career by giving me insight on how
to lead and to be a positive role model. At my school, I was recently elected as class vice
president. I believe this will help me learn to be a leader while not being the main person in
charge. In music, I have recently started succeeding in competitions for spots in highly selective
choirs. I have received 10th Chair in the All-West Tennessee Honor Choir for the past two years.
My sophomore year, learned 3 rd Chair All-State Tennessee Honor Choir. This past year, I
accomplished my favorite achievement of my life by earning 1 st Chair All-State Tennessee
Honor Choir. This is a huge honor because I have worked for this for a long time. I believe this
will help me tremendously in my hopes of attending a good college for music. I have recently
excelled lately in academics as I have been inducted into the National Honor Society and the
National French Honor Society. These mean a lot to me because I have put in a lot of time and
effort to achieve these. Earning the rank of Eagle Scout would be a dream come true to me. I
believe it will help me in my journey in doing what I love for a living.
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Lucas Modin
My Statement of Ambitions and Life Purpose
I began my scouting experience when I was in the second grade, joining Pack 365 as a Wolf Scout
at Heartsong Church. My father was the cubmaster for the Pack, and I made sure to attend every meeting
and campout the Pack was holding. While I was moving up the ranks in Cub Scouts, I also played football
for the Germantown Football League. I played in the Pee Wee league for the Panthers while in the GFL,
and even made an appearance in the playoffs while playing with the team. I eventually earned the Arrow of
Light award while in Cub Scouts, and also made some friends I still talk to till this day.
I moved on from Cub Scouts and into Troop 368 when I was in the 6th grade with a couple of my
friends. My first campout I attended was at Kia Kima, where I would go on to earn my first merit badges
as a scout and make friends with the new scouts that also arrived with me to the troop. This experience
made me realize I love scouting, and that I wanted scouting to be a part of my childhood. I worked
diligently to move myself up the ranks of scouting, and eventually reaching First Class where I could
involve my_self in leadership for the troop. I became a Scroll, Quartermaster, Patrol Leader, and eventually,
Senior Patrol Leader. All of these positions taught me both how to be a leader for the younger scouts and
to be selfless and put the troop's needs before your own. Realizing how such a big troop managed itself by
the little parts the scouts and PLC play in the grand scheme of things made me love scouting so much
more.
My favorite experience coming from Scouts would have to be my trip at Philmont, where initially
I was very worried about attending it. I did not know if I would be able to handle the strenuous trek my
crew was taking, as they wanted to take one of the longer itineraries Philmont had to offer. However, after
taking the practice hikes and doing research on what to expect at the trip, I can say that I had one of the
most memorable and amazing experiences that I will be able to tell to my grandchildren. The views were
astonishing, each campsite had a story to tell, and reaching the peak of Mount Baldy was one of my most
biggest accomplishments to date. The trip gave me insight on issues I would have initially thought
differently of, and in the end, the biggest thing I realized was that I could be self-reliant. I did not need my
parents to complete this trek for me, I could only do it myself.
I have also held leadership positions at other institutions while I was in Troop 368. My school sponsors a
club called TSA, otherwise known as Technology Students Association, where they host and
engage in many STEM (science, technology, engin�_ering, mathematics) competitions to test student's
knowledge of both the project at hand and whether students can lead a group of other students to a
finished product. I lead a team of three to complete a functioning board game, with the intention of
educating other children the alphabet and how to form words. This made it through regionals and placed
in 2nd in the state! I also became Den Chief for Pack 53 located in Collierville where I lead a pack of
Webelos with fun activities and teaching the core values of Boy Scouts and Troop 368.
My ambitions are to major in either Computer Science or Computer Engineering at either the
University of Mississippi or University of Tennessee - Knoxville and to be active in the programming
world. I have always had an interest in computers ever since I really enjoyed playing video games as a
child and building computers for the fun of it. I desire that these interests will help me achieve a degree
easily and get me into a respectable position in the programming world. Along with this, having a stable
family of my own is a definite goal that I want to achieve along a successful career.
I
not only desire to achieve personal success, but also give back to the local community.
Involving myself by working in a soup kitchen, volunteering for a charity run or volunteering time for a
church event are all activities that I plan to do to give back to the local community. Immersing and
encouraging my children into scouting is another way that I plan to give back to the community.
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Chancellor Reynolds
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Statement of Ambition: Michael Raymond Rook
Hello! My name is Michael Rook. I've been with Scouts BSA as long as I can remember.

My brother joined Cub Scout Pack SO, and I soon followed. After earning my Arrow of Light, I

joined Troop 48, survived my first camping trip, and have been with them for the past seven
years. But, while I hope to remain a Scouter, my journey as a Scout is coming to an end. I've

done so many fun things, and learned a great many important lessons about teamwork, setting

goals, and persevering. But the question is, what do I plan to do after? I'll tell you. I'm going to

college to become a chemical engineer. I'd like to work to send men to space: not to the

International Space Station, mind, but to Space. The Moon, Mars, even beyond if I've got time

(and I think I do). My favorite part of camping always was at night, looking up, and seeing the

stars so close I could almost reach out and touch them. So, whether it's NASA, Space X,

Amazon, I'd like to be part of that exploration. But, closer to the ground, I want to live my life
according to Christian principles. Above all, I want to serve and help others. And, once I get

older and have some time to look back, I hope I can reflect over a life well lived.
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Statement of Ambitions and Life Purpose
Nicholas Silea, Troop 332
As of writing this, I am a junior in High School. Soon, I want to begin drawing as
a hobby, but not professionally. I want to continue under the school's orchestra and
French program while keeping up high-level classes.
At the end of next school year, in 2021, I plan to attend a nearby college or
university for at least four years. I want to take courses in music and the humanities,
under a Music Psychology major. I want to continue playing my cello, either in a school
or local orchestra. A professional career in a symphony is a definite possibility, although
I may instead turn toward musical therapy. In college I look forward to making new
friends and experiences.
Later on in life I want to be able to start a small family with a stable source of
income. I want to travel to Europe again, see South America, and experience it all with
my family. I want to learn how to play guitar so that I can play some of my favorite
songs. Above all, I want to have enough time to myself to keep calm and unstressed.
My own happiness and safety should be my number one priority, and if I can help others
along the way I can be even happier.
I am not entirely clear on what my life purpose is at this point, but I do know that I
can and will spend my time trying to help others. I find my passion through music, and I
hope that through the sounds I make I can assist others through hard times. Musical
therapy is one way to achieve this. I hope that, at some points, I can use skills that I've
learned in Scouting over the years, such as communications and money management.
Although first aid and survival are not things that I hope I have to do, I will when it is
required of me.
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Life 'Purpose Statement
Thomas Edward Simmons
Troop 276
Eagle Rank Candidate

As I approach senior year in High School I intend to continue to use all elements of the scout law to mold my
character and growth into an adult.

Do your best
In both my schoolwork and everyday life as I start becoming more of an adult and face bigger and harder
challenges, some that I will expect and some I will not. Every day I will strive to be better than the day before.
Some days I will be successful, and some days I will not. But every day I will do my best for that day.
To do my duty to God and my country
As I become more of an adult, I have the responsibility of voting and paying taxes and I also have the duty as a
Christian to protect my faith for both my God and my country. I will remain aware of political and social situations
that threaten both, and strive to be truthful, to call out lies, and persuade those I encounter with opinions based
on false information. My duty is also to my family, my education, and my friends. To be there for them when
needed and to learn and pass all my classes. To contribute to society and our republic, not be a burden to either.
To obey the Scout law
If I don't obey the Scout law in all aspects of my life, then I would be a person with no character and no honor.
W�thout character.and..honor:,Jife. is.hard to_be successfuUn. aeing trusted by others i$ th� fir�t �tep in success,
friendship, and job opportunities. Again, to contribute and not to burden.
To help other people at all times
It's kind of in my nature to want to help people, even when I know that I have my own problems. But going out of
my way helping everyone I can brings satisfaction to my life. I understand that not everyone needs help, or that
everyone �hat does need help will accept is, and more important not everyone that wants help deserves it. Help
become a crutch to some people who will not bother to help themselves. Understanding which kind of person you
come across is difficult to learn, and I hope it becomes easier as I mature.
To keep myself physically strong
Not just by working out, but to avoid drugs, alcohol and other substances and activities which will also affect my
body in negative ways. To eat healthy foods and continue to enjoy the outdoor activities and skills that Scouts has
taught and introduced me to.
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Jacob Wong
I began my Scouting career in a different way than most do. While most start in Cub
Scouts, I started when I was in seventh grade. Nevertheless, being in Scouts has provided me
many life skills, lessons, and opportunities. There are role models and close friends in my life I
never would have met without attending that first troop meeting. They have given me direction,
advise, and support over these years. These people are the ones with who I can talk and ask their
advice about anything.

Presently, I am a senior at Briarcrest Christian High School. I enjoy many things such as
camping, sports, reading, and spending time with friends. I am in many school organizations
such as the boys' varsity soccer team, National Honors Society, Spanish National Honors
Society, Spanish club, and senior buddies. Many times, you can find me playing soccer,
basketball, reading articles, or out with friends.

As this is my last year of high school, I am currently deciding the direction I will take
after graduating. I have applied to several colleges including the Universities of Alabama,
Indiana, Mississippi, and Tennessee. I never would have considered the University of Indiana of
Bloomington without Scouts BSA. In the summer of 2018, I had the opportunity to attend
NOAC after one the scoutmasters of our troop, Mr. John Cozart, personally invited me to come. I
was able to tour the campus and talk with some of the campus administrators for the week that
we were there. Because of where NOAC was, the University of Indiana is one of the colleges to
which I have applied. Currently, I am undecided on where to go for college, but I know that my
major will be either accounting, biomedical engineering, or biology. English, math, and science
are all subjects that interest me, and hopefully one day, I will be able to pursue a career in one of
them.
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Walter Penn Camp

My first year of scouts I was a Cub Scout and Ken Dubard was my leader. When I

finished all of my years of scouts I received my Arrow of Light to become a Boy

Scout. One of the things that I came to love as a Cub Scout and now as a Boy

Scout is waking up early at campouts and listening to the animals chirp and croak
and hearing all the sounds of nature. My first campouts were at Seldom Seen in

Carroll County. My first long campout as a Boy Scout was to Kia Kima. During

that week we also went on a 14 mile kayak trip which was definitely the highlight

of the week. When we arrived at our campsite at Kia Kima I was having fun but it
was challenging. I made it through that week and gained many skills that were

worth the while.

Boy Scouts has taught me more life skills than anything else I have done and

made me aware of what I want to achieve in life. My goals are to complete my

high school career at Pillow Academy and attend Iowa State University and major
in Agricultural Science. I would like to finish college and return home to

Greenwood to find a job and start a family. I would like to be involved in church
and hopefully be able to guide my children through scouts.

My leadership roles have been; as a Star Scout I was a patrol leader and as a Life

Scout I was an assistant patrol leader. At the role of patrol leader I made sure to

keep the patrol in line. As an assistant leader I had similar task but primarily
when the patrol leader was absent.
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William Cookston
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My name is DePhabian Fant. I have been in scouting since I was 7 years of age at Samuel
Chapel United Methodist Church Pack/ Troop 4211. The cubmaster at the time was Gladys Fant.
It was very exciting to become a member of a group of scouts that like camping, having fun,
meeting new people. and leaming new things. As a cub scout I was always attentive and ready to
learn. I wanted to be ahead mo[)t of the time. so 1 attend boy scout meetings as a cub scout. My
favorite part of cub scout'> was the Pinewood Derby Race, I still have a couple of my cars I
raced. I also loved walking in numerous parades.
When I became a boy scout it really wasn't a thrill for me. I say that because I treated
myself as a boy scout while I was a cub scout. I went on my first overnight camping trip as a
boy scout which was at Seldom Seen. I loved attending merit badge college at Delta State
University, Cleveland, MS. In December 201 :?., ·1 roop 4211 closed due to not enough
participants. I was detem1ined to become an eagle scout, so I transferred. I transferred to St.
Francis pack/ Troop 437(, Greenwood, MS were Vera Ray, is the Srnutrnaster. After a while
when all the boy scouts became eagle scouts It was my turn to lead the pack. I enjoyed being a
senior patrol leader, it hc1ped me improve my ieadership skills.
Scouting has contributed to my spiritual growth, because the ideals of scouting and the
id7s of my Christ faith arc very similar. I find that be a Christian is a natural for me because of
my beliefs. Scouting has influenced my personal life in the same way. Whether its holding the
door open for people, helping someone carry something, or helping kids with their homework. I
find that scouting and tht leadership which it develops has made me a more confident person.
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I am very honored to get the opportunity to become an Eagle Scout. I have played basketball, football,
and golf at pillow academy. I am involved with my church's youth group and have participated in other
community services in my hometown of Greenwood. I have helped with the water station at the half
marathon and bikes, blues and bayous. I enjoy the relationships I have earned through scouts. I have
learned valuable life lessons and good life skills. It was very hard and grueling sometimes, but it paid off.
I aspire to finish high school and attend college maybe in Virginia. I am not sure what I want to major in
yet. I am interested in law and debating. I hope to give back to my community, and I hope I can help
other scouts through the process of becoming an Eagle Scout. I want to get married and I want to be
able to raise children and spoil my grandkids.

Charlie Stewar�

�
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Turner Malone Vaughn
State of Ambitions and Life Purpose

I started Cub Scouts in first grade. I was In pack 4200 and Mrs. Amy Barnett was my leader. My
favorite part about scouts was going on all the campouts. I love the outdoors so the campouts
were great I I have many great memories of weekends at Seldom Seen in Carrollton, Mississippi. I
completed all of my ranks in Cub Scouts and bridged over to Boy Scouts.

My first experience as a Boy Scout was a trip to Kia Kima in Hardy, Arkansas. That first trip
was extremely hard but very memorable. While fishing, my buddy accidentally cast his fishing hook into
my neck. Needless to say we got a good lesson in first aid. Several of the classes I took that
summer helped me build my foundation in scouting.

My second year in scouts I was ask to be assistant troop leader. I was hesitant to take the
position because I didn't feel like I knew enough about being a leader. I took the opportunity
and that year I grew so much in my ability to be a leader. It was a great experience and three years
later I am still putting those skills to use in my school and community.

Boy Scouts has helped me understand more things about my life and what I want for my future.
I plan to graduate from Carroll Academy and attend college. I would eventually like to become a
gunsmith and open my own shop. I would also like to get married and have a family and continue
to be involved in my church. I also plan to stay Involved in scouting and hopefully encourage young
scouts to achieve their Eagle.
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Will Fuselier
18 January 2020

In my Scouting experience, I have learned the importance of persistence. If you work
hard at something, you will eventually achieve it. I use this not only in Scouts, but in all areas of
my life. For example: my favorite hobby is music, and the guitar in particular. When I am
learning a new song or working to improve, everything comes with time. If you give up and don't
persist, you will never get better or learn anything new. You have to have persistence.

Another key quality that I have picked up is the mindset that everything matters. It is
what I believe the founders of Cub Scouts had in mind when they founded the organization and
gave it the motto, "Do Your Best." And that is exactly what I try to do in every aspect of my life.
Be it school, music, even playing and having fun. Trying hard and giving something your all is
very important and is not taught enough in today's world.

These and many other skills have helped me progress successfully in my life. After I
graduate, I plan to go to college and earn a degree while still pursuing music. I want to be
financially secure so that I can support a family and do the things that I enjoy. And how exactly
do I plan to do this? Persistence. Hard Work.
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Hello! My name is Clay Hoover and I am hoping that tonight I can become an Eagle Scout.
Firstly, a few things about me. I am a senior at Christian Brother High school and have been on
the honor roll every quarter since my sophomore year. I am the head of the Theater Department
at Christian Brothers and spend between twenty and forty hours a week after school and on the
weekends working in the theater. I am also the president of two clubs at school and the founder
of one. I am the president of the Allies club which focuses on making people of different
religions, races, and economic backgrounds feel welcome at Christian Brothers and I am the
founder and present of the Gay-Straight allice too. I am also a member of the student ministry
team and participate in weekly church services before school and read at all school Masses. With
all that, it is surprising I ever leave school but I still find time to have a life off-campus.
I have been accepted to four universities and intend on applying to NYU. I have not
decided which school I am going to attend, but it looks like I will remain in the south for my
education. Every university I have applied to has given me large scholarships and I still have lots
of options to choose from. I have several different ideas of what I want to be one is a civil rights
lawyer and another is a watchmaker and jeweler. I think that after school I will have had time to
find my passion more and will be able to pursue my law degree if I so choose. The one thing I
am certain about is that no matter what occupation I choose later in life I want to be able to serve
people either through my work or in my free time.
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Life Purpose
By: Mitchell Martin

I have always wanted to be the best at whatever I do. Since joining school, my goal has been to be the

best student I can be. Since joining scouts, my main goal has been to achieve the rank of Eagle Scout.
Being said, obtaining Eagle would be accomplishing a goal that I've had for a long time. I have since

joined the band at DeSoto Central, which I have enjoyed tremendously. During my time with the band, I

have realized that my passion is music and music performance. I hope to attend the University of
Memphis and major in music studies. This has been a dream of mine because the directors of the band

have inspired me to do great things. I hope to change the lives of students for years to come just like my
directors have done for me. This is my life purpose and my life dream.

Leadership Positions:
-Recreation Leader: Served three years leading the recreational aspect of my church's VBS.
-JV Helper: Assisted in teaching Junior Varsity members of my band in improving marching and playing
skills.

Awards and Honors:
-OA Member
-Marcher of the Week/ OCHS Marching Band
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Samuel Quon
12 January 2020
Eagle Scout Statement
Through my development in Scouting and other organizations, I believe that I am very
prepared for the challenges I will face and the aspirations I have when I become an adult.
Leadership positions in Scouting such as: Patrol Leader, Assistant Patrol Leader, and Assistant
Senior Patrol leader have all made me into a better leader not only in Scouting but also in other
situations in my life. For example, in my first year in my school's percussion ensemble, I was at
the lowest position on th� totem pole. But after a year of using my Scout leadership skills within
the program, I was third� command of the entire group. The leadership positions I had in
Scouting also helped me to be second. in-charge this past fall over my section in the marching
'

band.
One of my ambiti;ons in life is to be successful academically and use those skills to better
the community. My bigg�st goal for my youth years is to finish top of my class and attend
college to set myself up £or success in my life. I want to earn a degree that would help me be able
to sustain a lifestyle that would be able to support my family and give back to my community. I
will continue to work hard in everything I do to give myself the best chance to make my
a..'T.l.bitions come true. My expectations for myself are very high, and I co tinuruly push myself to
be better than I was before.
My life purpose is to represent the Scout Law in everything that I do. The results of doing
a good turn daily will go a long way no matter how simple or complex the deed was. A healthy
lifestyle will not only help the community in numerous different ways but also fulfill the plan.
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Dear Eagle Board,

Aside from being in Scouts, I have been active in other activities (main at school). The
main one that I have been active in is my school's marching band. I have been a part ofthe.
Southaven marching band for all four ofmy years in high school where I have marched the
mellophone. My time in the marching band has been met with highs and lows. My biggest
highlight came from this past season where we came 3rd in the state ofMississippi for 6A
schools. I've also been a part ofmy school's government club. Each we have taken two trips to
Jackson, MS with one being MS Youth Legislature (where act as the Mississippi state
legislature) and the other being Model UN (where we act as the member nations ofthe UN).
Another activity I have been a part ofis the Knowledge Bowl team at my school. Last year we
came 4th in the state and this year we got invited to the Channel 3 Knowledge Bowl and to the
National Knowledge Bowl Championship in Atlanta. Lastly, I have been a member ofmy
school's chapter ofNation Honor Society for three years.
After I finish up with high, I plan to attend the University ofMemphis. At Memphis I
intent to acquire a bachelor's degree in political science. I also plan to hopefully continue my
marching band career by auditioning for the Might Sound ofthe South in February ofthis year.
As for after college, I am not completely sure what I will do, but I do hope to figure that out in
due time.

Sincerely,

Drew Wolfe
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Tadarrian Woodard
Life Ambitions and Life Purpose
I started my scouting adventures as a Cub Scout. I have come a long way since then. I
joined in second grade as a Wolf Scout. After Webelos 2 I received my arrow of light and crossed
over into Boy Scouts. The journey from Cub Scouts to Boy Scouts I learned many new things
and had to take on more responsibilities. I learned how to set up a tent, take down a tent, cook,
and tie a variety of knots. Once I became older and more responsible, I passed my knowledge
down to new and upcoming scouts. I would teach them how to tie knots, how to use a compass,
different ways to cook, how to post and retrieve a flag, and how to set up tents. Once I became
responsible enough, I held the positions as secretary, assistant senior patrol leader, and senior
patrol leader.
Being senior patrol leader was my favorite position and took the most responsibility. I
was elected assistant senior patrol leader before senior patrol leader so I got some type of
experience second hand before I got the actual title. I had to make sure everyone knew what to
do and make sure everyone was in line. Everyone listened and cooperated with me so the job
wasn't that difficult. The only difficult thing was giving so many instructions at one time and
planning different campouts.
After Boy Scouts, I still have a lot ahead of me. I have many goals I would love to
accomplish in life. 5 to 10 years from now I would like to have a big and successful career with a
great pay, a luxurious house, a nice car, and maybe start a family by then. Of course I would have
to go to college, and earn a degree first. As of right now I don't know which college, I would like
to attend. Hopefully I could get academic or athletic scholarships to help me decide. I haven't
decided on a career either, but it is between these options...a physical therapist, mechanical
engineer, software engineer, or anesthesiologist.
Aside from boy scouts, college, and my future career, I would love to travel the world.
Growing up I've gone to many different places from with my family and Boy Scouts. I love
visiting different places I've never been before. In scouts, I've learned to always be helpful,
friendly, and kind to everyone, even when you don't want to. With that being said, I also would
help out greatly with my home community and future community. Once I become an adult, I
hope to be a leader in the city.
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Personal Statement in Consideration of Eagle Rank
BSA Troop 23
Thomas Hardy Cooke
2 Caroline Cove
Cleveland, MS 38732
I hope to grow up into a well-mannered, strong, and hard-working engineer in the future. I want
to be able to have a family and serve my community. In the future I hope to be able to contribute to this
world and help develop technology to reach other worlds. I want to develop ways to get to places faster,
do things quicker, and be much more efficient. I want life for other people to be much better.
Accomplishing these this won't be easy, and that is why I have pushed myself in Boy Scouts, in school at
the Mississippi School for Math and Science (MSMS), and in the future, in college.
My parents, scouting, and school have hopefully fully prepared me for what is to come in the
future. In scouting specifically, I have put a lot of effort into following the rules and morals of scouting,
as well as thinking about the meaning of each word of the Scout Law. I have displayed leadership
through being the assistant senior patrol leader, bugler, and scribe. I put a lot of effort in my schooling,
and I like to think that my grades show my effort and work ethic. I also put a lot of time into things such
as sports and band to improve my ability to work with others and by myself. In sports such as swim and
tennis, I have to push myself by myself to win my races or matches. In team and group activities like
band and soccer, the group around me pushes me to play better and it is my job to do my best and push
them as well. As of this year, I am the co-section leader of the trumpets as well as designated junior
representative of the Blue Notes, MSMS's band. Before this year, I was the 2nd chair of the trumpet
section for the Wolf Pack Band at CCHS. Those things develop personal and group leadership as well as
other skills and traits. I was also a part of the Junior National Honors Society during middle school at
Margaret Greene Junior High and now the National Honors Society.
I have had a lot of opportunities over my sixteen years to develop and discover my talents. I
have tried a lot of sports, as well as put a lot of time and effort into a select few of them. I also have
always had a love for music, especially instrumental and rock music. I can play the guitar, piano, and
trumpet. I also like to think I can draw good, and I have been told that I have a good eye for details. I
enjoy quirky jokes, such as being able to wiggle my ears and eyebrows, and I have a lot of fun just trying
to make jokes. I know that I also excel at learning and understanding concepts from academic fields,
such as AP physics or university English. These skills have pushed me to challenge myself to go beyond
just minimum to average expectations. But I have much more to learn, especially in the field of
economics and entrepreneurship. Fortunately, I am confident that my parents and scouting have given
me the foundation I need to continue to grow and be successful as an adult, and give back all that I have
been given.
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Eagle Scout Personal Statement
My name is Rex Collins Davis Jr and I am a senior at Cleveland Central High
School. I joined the Cub Scouts in the first grade and crossed over into Boy Scout
Troop 2 in Cleveland, Mississippi in 2015. I am a member of First United Methodist
Church and am an active member of the church's youth group. At Cleveland Central, I
am a member of the soccer team. I have been named Student of the Week on several
occasions. I have also made the Principal's List honor roll. Following graduation, I plan
to attend community college for two years and transfer to a university to study
psychology.
My plan for the future is to work as a mental health therapist to adolescents with
depression and anxiety. I believe my purpose is to help those who are mentally
struggling and guide them to cope and find peace. My experience in Scouting will help
with my educational and career goals. Scouting has taught me discipline and the
importance of team work. In Scouting, I have learned the importance of leadership.
During my junior year, I served as president of my church's youth group. During that
year, our youth group participated in several fundraisers and service activities. As a
way of giving back to a group that helped me so much, I choose to renovate the youth
room as my Eagle Scout service project. I supervised 3 to 5 volunteers carry out this
project. Keeping everyone on task to meet our goal was a challenge.
As a senior on my school's soccer team, my goal is to be an example to the younger
players.
As a Boy Scout, I have made the Scout Law, Scout Oath, and Motto a part of
my daily life. The qualities promoted by the Boy Scouts will help me be a good citizen
and give back to my community. Scouting has encouraged me to step out of my comfort
zone and try new things or attempt things I did not think I could do.
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EAGLF SCOUT APPLICATION
PERSONAi. STATEMENT
JACKSON DECKER BAILEY
My goals and urnbit1ons are: attend college, graduate from college, get u good paying job, buy n
house, get married, and live a good life. A good li fo would be loving my wife, leocJ1ing my kids
about God and the Clnistian life, and exploring the world with my family. I h,1ve not yet decided
what I want my earner to be. Hmvever, I am thinking abo11t atleu<ling Bethel University in
McKenzie, Tennessee. My !Vlorn, Dad aud 1 visited there this summer, Bethe! is dose to horne.
pretty small in size, Presbyterian based, and has a marching band and a trap team.
O\ltsidc of Scouts, I an:1 involved in trap shooting, b,.md, and game playing.
lam a member of the Trap Team fbr my hi gh schooL First Assembly Christian School. Our
motto is "Dust to Dust." [ shoot in two d1 ffcrcnt tournaments each year: the ATA tomname11ls
and the SCTP tournaments. ATA stands for Amateur Trap Association. SCTP stands for
Scholastic Clay Targel Progra1n. T have achieved the following NR/\ :::hoc,ting qualifications:
Pro-Marksman, Marbrnan, Marksman First C!ns�:, Slrnrpsliootcr, Expc1i ,111d Disti1lqL1ishccl
Expert ! have received a patch for my vest and a certificate for shuoting 25 clay targets stia igbt
in a row. My highest score is a 93 out of 100, which I shot at tl1c spring 2.020 Rc:gional
Tournament at MSSA (Memphis Sport ShuotiJ1g AscJociation), placing 4 1h in 1ny class. [
cu1Tcntly serve as lnstruetor for Shooting Sports in my Scout Troop. In Scouring, [ have cm-r1cci
the Shotg:ur1 l'vkrit Badgc and the Rifle Merit Badge.
1 am �urrcntly a rm:rnbcr ot'the FACS Crnsaclcr High School Banet ! play in the percussion
section of the band. 1 play the following instcumcnls: ::;nan.: drum, bas(.'. tlrum, SL1Sp,:ndcd
cymbalE;, crash cymbals, vibraphone, glockenspid, chimes, wind chimes, tirnpat1i., and manr:it�
also have had les:sons in tbc guitm am! the piauo. I have my own "Jackson'' brand guitar and a
iict n[' drums in my gam� room. At the most rcc.:-:nt high schooi band concert, f le,mwd and
played a solo riece C..'.alkd "Forgiveness'' on the glockenspieL The instrumental song
"Forgiveness" is a college levd musical piece. Last. year, as an cigl1th grader, [ was in the high
school marching barn] and played and m:irched at ouc bigh school football games. Tl1is yeai, du1:c
to COVID, we have not bcc11 able to play or march. In Scouting, I have earned the Music t\'lcri1
Badge at the Mi::;sissippi GRAMMY Museum in Cleveland, Mississippi.
I also play board games, card games, and video games with friends and family. The board games
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I play arc: King of Tokyo, Monopoly, Chess, checkers and LEGO Minotaurns. Despite being in
the Cbcss Club at school, I :.:till can't beat my Dad in chess! The card games I like t.o play arc:
UNO, Yugioh, and poker. l usually have to play Yugioh by myself since not nu1ny kids know
how to play. I also have a large collection of Pokemon cards in plastic sheets in binders. The
video games r like lo play are: Pokemon Switch. Mario Kart, Minecraft, Yugioh, Paper Mario
Odyssey, Kirby Star Allies, and Legend of Zelda Breath tlf the Wild. I am also a member of a
Dungeons and Dragons team. I enjoy visiting the local hobby shop to watch card games and
collect cards, and rny Morn, My Dad and I have also attended comic cons together dressed as
comic book or video games characters.
I also "cartoon" and draw characters. giving them names and different powers. My friend and l
have made character stories using the characters we made up.
Outside of Scouts, I also enjoy riding my A TV and UTV on the trails at Fairfield Bay, Arkansas,
swimming in my the family pool, playing with my dogs, Rocky nnd Laila, and re-watching old
movies I haven't seen in a long time on Friday family movie nights.
Lastly, J have an after-school job at my Dad's law office. My title is ''Head of Shred" and I gcr
paid for shredding.
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Tucker Caldwell
Letter of Ambitions
I first became interested in scouting when the scout leaders from Troop 278 called all the
boys into an assembly to try to recruit us into the Cub Scout pack. I sat wide-eyed as Mr.
Rochell, the scout leader at the time, �ed about all the cool things we would do in scouting like
camping, lock-ins, and learning crafts. At that age, I·was already interested in the outdoors, and
my family had been on a few camping trips so I was ready to ask my parents to sign up the
minute we were dismissed. Scouting has always given me a sense of belonging, especially in my
troop. The bonds I have formed with my fellow scouts are ones that will last me the rest of my
life. Scouting has also greatly increased my interest in the outdoors, I never get tired of the
smells, the stars at night, and the impromptu games of ultimate frisbee. After I get my Eagle, I
plan on staying active in my troop, helping the younger scouts with their rank requirements, and
possibly applying for a counselor position at Kia Kima.
Beyond Scouting, I plan on attending the University of Arkansas where I want to major
in either Business or Finance. I found Arkansas appealing due to its location near the Ozark
Mountains, it was one of the first things that I noticed when I visited there over the summer, and
I intend on visiting the mountains frequently during my time there. After college, I will get an
apprenticeship in auto mechanics, and open my own restoration shop where I will restore and sell
classic foreign and domestic automobiles. I have always been interested in cars, and I want to
. work in a field that I am actually interested in, not something I do for a paycheck. They say it is
not a job if you love doing it, and that is my intention with my future to career, to do something
that I truly love.
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Erich DeWane
I'm only 18, and I have not really discerned what my life purpose is right now. My
ambitions are fluid, constantly shaped by my new experiences and opportunities, but are centered
on being able to support myself, be the best person I can be, and to affect others in a positive
way. Those were core values ofmy upbringing and have become part ofwho I am.
I have spent my life being engaged with my community through church, 4-H, high
school, and Boy Scouts.
At my church I was an Altar Server from fourth grade through high school. I participated
in volunteer work and served many funeral masses.
I was a member of4-H from fourth grade through high school. We performed many
service projects, and I held various officer positions.
During high school I strived to push myself academically by taking over ten AP courses
and on my quiz bowl team qualifying for Nationals my senior year. However, due to Covid-19
they were cancelled.
I am a member ofBoy Scouts having started with Cub Scouts in first grade. I have held
numerous leadership.positions from Patrol Leader to Senior Patrol Leader. I am a Vigil member
of OA. During summers I spent my time dedicated to Scouts. I attended summer camp for six
straight years and spent over twelve weeks camping with my troop and as a provisional camper.
I worked at Kia Kima Scout Reservation for two summers teaching aquatics merit badges and
lifeguarding at the river.
All ofmy activities have helped shaped me, but working at Boy Scout camp has had the
greatest influence on me. It has made me a better leader, scout, and person. It is where I have
made my best memories and formed my greatest relationships. One ofthe most rewarding parts
ofstaffing was teaching kids who faced disabilities how to swim. This experience impacted my
decision to major in computer science in college because I want to develop software or games of
some kind to help people with learning disabilities.
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John Fentress
Being an active member of my community is something that I value highly and many of these activities
include being of service to my community. I have been actively involved with Boy Scouts for almost six
years and during that time, I have done extensive amounts of community service and volunteer work. Two
service projects that I wanted to be involved with and struck me the most were recording books for children
in need who might not be able to afford them, as well as helping to organize a TED Talk at the Crosstown
Concourse.
For the book recording, I really enjoyed the aspect of doing different voices for each character and also
knowing that it was something I could personally provide that would benefit those in need. At the Ted Talk,
I helped to organize the event and with manning the registration table. I got the chance to interact with
people from all walks of life, heard various opinions and experiences on the topics, and listened to the talks
which were all very interesting and informative. These are two examples of service activities I would like to
continue to do for my community.
whieh make-tR& & very�-an4-multifacet.ee.1)e'

Musi

language, and animal science are some of the personal interests I have passion for. Every summer
during high school, I would go to Spanish Immersion camp. There, I got to see the varying cultures
of many Spanish-speaking countries, try out different types of cuisine from the countries, and learn
many cultural dances. It was a month-long program, so there were many different activities to
choose from and I participated in most of them. I was initially reluctant to go but I am grateful to all
the varying interests it exposed me to. I want to continue being involved in similar activities on my
College campus and feel strongly about encouraging other students to be involved with
cross-cultural experiences, whether that is related to food, language, or culture.
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Letter of Ambition - Jesse Houston
I joined Cub Scout Pack 278 at the age of six as a Tiger Scout. I joined in
part because of all the amazing stories my father told me about his
experience as a Boy Scout growing up. I have to say he was not wrong. Some
of my favorite scouting memories include the countless camping trips, Scout
Base, multiple summer camps and winter camps at Kia Kima, and attending a
week-long program at Florida Sea Base.
One of the biggest regrets of my father's life was not becoming an
Eagle Scout. He has spent a great deal of time as an adult leader in both my
Cub Scout Pack and my Boy Scout Troop. Seeing his love and dedication to
the Scouting program helped fuel my motivation to pursue the Rank of Eagle.
After earning my Eagle Rank. I plan to finish my senior year at Memphis
·iversity-Schootwtth-g-reatg-ra-d-es--and11urstreacademrc-e xcelle11ce at
Seton Hall University in New Jersey. I want to graduate at Seton Hall with a
major in Biochemistry and a minor in Ancient History. I will then go to dental
school, preferably at the University of Tennessee Medical Campus here in
Memphis.
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Eagle Scout Statement
James Kay
6/17/20

When first joining troop 81 as a Cub Scout, I had no idea how my experience in
scouting was going to change my life for the better. During those early years, I was not
very willing to do a lot of the activities presented to me during various campouts and
meetings. I saw very little fun to it. There were many times I would want to skip out on
meetings to go play with friends and goof around. However, as I graduated to a Boy
Scout, I saw myself mature in many ways that wouldn't have been possible without my
many experiences. I learned to not whine when things didn't go my way through
difficulties in many campouts. I learned the meaning or brotherhood and commitment
through the order of the arrow. Most of all I learned how God is present in all these
things I was doing for him and my country. Through all of this, I believe my most
memorable and challenging time was our troop's 2016 trip to Philmont. We prepared by
going on many hikes, and though I may have been nervous to go on the hike, God
allowed me to push through and complete the trek. I learned the value of hard work and
perseverance. I also grew closer than ever before with my scoutmasters and fellow scouts
through experiences we still talk about today. This all leads up to my present and future.
How has being a scout prepared me for the journey ahead (a journey a lot tougher than
Philmont)? Through the recent years of being a teenager I have seen firsthand what
scouts has instilled in me. From being morally straight in situations where others may not
be, to being physically strong in places where work needs to be done. I have also seen
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I am Scott Pearson Ledbetter Ill. I live in Memphis, TN with my father and mother and
brother and sister. I have always been a "tinkerer" as long as I can remember. It started with
blocks, Legos, Erector sets, model airplanes and Estes rockets, then 3-D printing, iron casting,
and robotics. I aspire to use these skills and constant curiosity about how things work to pursue
an education and a career in technology. Scouting has offered many opportunities to learn new
skills that I was not able to learn anywhere else.

I am a student at Memphis University School, class of 2022. I take the basic courses as
required by the school. I excel in courses that interest me the most like math and science.
School has never been easy for me, as I have attention deficit disorder, but this only makes me
work harder. I find my extracurricular activities are where I am most successful and become a
leader. I have served as captain of a winning VEX Robotics team, leading the team to two state
competitions. This year, I was lead driver for the school team, and we were First Robotics
Competition state champions. I earned my varsity letter on the trapshooting team. I started the
school's first mountain biking club and led many rides with students. I used this experience to
lead others in my troop to earn the biking merit badge. I work with the Memphis University
School Civic Service Organization on service projects as well.

Outside of school, I like a variety of outdoor activities. I spend time with my
grandparents in Highlands, North Carolina; Nantucket Island, Massachusetts; and Middleton,
Tennessee; where I get to hike, bike, sail, ski, fish and explore. I have been a camper at Camp
Carolina in Brevard, NC which is where I got interested in mountain biking and hiked a 24-mile
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Thomas Miller

Eagle Scout Statement of Ambition
I have many hopes and dreams for my future. I have already been extremely blessed
throughout my life. I have been bless�d with a loving family and :friends. I have had so many
opportunities through Scouting to take adventures with my father and some of my friends that I
would not have had otherwise. Scouting has brought hard times and fun times, but in the future I
think I will only remember all the good memories. Looking back, the good times far outweigh
the bad. Scouting has taken me so far in life up to this point and I hope it continues to take me
even further. Scouting has taught be how to treat people fairly, how to work with a team, and,
most importantly, how to rely on God in everything you do and then rely on your fellow man. I
hope to carry these ideas with me for the rest of my life and to embody them every day so that
other people may do the same.
The Scout Oath mentions helping other people at all times. That implies that we must
help them no matter where they come from, who they are, or what they have done. We are called
to serve our fellow man. I have said that oath more times than I can count. I know that it will stay
with me for my entire life and I only hope that I can live out the message every day. When I say
that task to myself, it sounds like a daunting task. But I believe that Scouts has prepared me in
the best possible way and I am ready to take the next step and take it day by day. Another great
hope of mine is that people will see that quality in me and begin practicing it themselves. I hope
that by living out this oath, I can have a positive impact on my community.
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Ryan Peng
Eagle Scout Application - Statement of Ambition
Scouting has been an important part of my life for more than five years. Though my time
completing requirements will have ended, I plan on maintaining my involvement in Scouting. I
plan to graduate from Memphis University School in May 2021 after two more years of
academic work. Hopefully, my work both in and out of high school will allow me to attend a
prestigious college or university and proceed to postgraduate education or directly into a career.
I currently do not have a major or specific career field in mind. I have interests in science,
technology, engineering and business, so my career will likely be in one of or a mix of those
general fields. I have always been fascinated with learning and seek to familiarize myself with
less discovered concepts and processes. Last summer I attended the Tennessee Governor's
School for Emerging Technologies, where I had the opportunity to analyze and present real data
necessary for research in a specific field. Next summer, I plan to find a similar opportunity and
acquire real lab experience.
Regardless of what field I enter, I seek to make a positive impact on the world over the
course of my life. I believe that there is no time more opportune than the present to make an
impact. Technology connects us in ways previously unimagined, and more pressing problems
need to be solved than ever. Just like in any team environment, more voices and opinions
contribute to a more complex idea and solution. I hope to lead a team of my own someday in
conquering the world's issues.
In the roughly two more years remaining before I enter college, I plan to broaden my
horizons and find a passion to pursue as a career in the process.
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Evan Price
To whom it concerns,
As a high school student, I seek more than just knowledge of chemical formulas, mathematical
equations, verb conjugations, rhyme schemes, the differences between human and physical systems,
different religious views, etc. Instead, I want to learn life lessons, find out who I am and what I care for,
get real-life experiences, develop a sound moral compass, have insightful discussions on topics of
concern and sensitivity such as gun control, abortion, and climate change. Also, I would like to find out
more about my friends and why I am friends with them.
After high school, I would like to further my education by attending the United States Air Force Academy.
I am not sure what I would like to study there, other than furthering my mathematical abilities and
becoming a better Spanish speaker. While education is important, the main thing I hope to do in college,
is to grow as a human being. Also, I would like to improve my time management skills. With regard to
collegiate extracurriculars, I would like to play basketball, camp, workout, travel, and volunteer.
When I am an adult... I hope to be like my role models, be healthy, be happy, exude confidence, and
assure all those who believed me, that they made the right choice. I will be someone my younger self
would admire, want to meet, talk with, and hang out with. If I become a spouse, I will be kind, caring,
understanding, and loving. If I become a father, I hope to be someone my kid(s) trust and look up to.
As an adult, I would like to stay involved with both Pack and Troop 241, mentoring scouts to become
men.
I will fight for the weary, give notice to those who think they are not seen, help free the oppressed, help
heal the hurt, watch over my family and friends, be a save haven for those who need it, be slow to
anger, give hope to the hopeless, and oppose the power-hungry.
Career-wise, I am undecided on what I would like to do, although I have a few ideas. However, I know
that I want something which is not your conventional "desk job," something which allows me to
constantly be learning about many things, to annihilate old records and set new ones in my field, and to
be the best at my job I can be.
In terms of the activities, I plan to pursue as an adult, I would like to do quite a few things. I want to
hunt, fish, hike, and camp experiencing more of our big beautiful planet. I would like to learn martial arts
and how to play golf, improving my patience and attention to detail. I would like to grow some of my
own fruits and vegetables. I would like to stay active by running, biking, stretching, swimming, lifting
weights, and continuing to play basketball. I would like to learn to sail and drive a motored boat,
embracing the serenity and danger of water. I would like to experience the depths of the ocean, through
scuba diving. I would like to travel the world, meet new people, hear their stories, experience their
culture, and to see both the natural and man-made wonders of our world. I will be a responsible
law-abiding driver, with patience, as there is not enough of those now. I will volunteer in
underprivileged communities, spread happiness, and donate to those in need. I will clean the planet any
way I can, giving back to Mother Earth for everything she has given me. Also, I would like to spend time
with my family and friends.
As a student, I aim to improve daily. As a person, I hope to be kind and compassionate. As a son, I hope
to one day repay my parents for their many sacrifices. As an adult, I hope to be cool, calm, and well
collected. As a friend, I hope to be there when needed and understanding of all situations.
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Dominic Reynolds
Throughout my life I have held iriany ambitions that have guided me to where I am now.
Going through the Boy Scouts ofAmerica program has helped me to guide my ambitions to
today. I am a·senior in high school and as such I am participating in the college application
process and have an ambition offurthering my education for at least four more years. During this
time I want to learn more about the outside world where I have no experience leading, no
experience working, and no experience living. I want to be able to share what I have l�amed
!

where I have lived to others who live elsewhere and thus learning from them. My main passion is
learning the history that connects us all. To study and learn is what drives me to move forward in
my life. I feel as ifmy history in my non-scouting organizations have been a key indicator ofmy
desire to learn and adapt. For the past five years I have been a member ofmy school's Quiz
Bowl team, an academic competition where teams offour people must work together to answer
academic trivia questions. This has been expanded when I became a member ofthe Knowledge
Bowl team, the team that competes on TV against other local schools and institutions. While a
member ofthe Knowledge Bowl team, I have been a key leader for the school club. I help
organize tournaments, I organize the brackets for tournaments, and I tutor the younger members
in order to better prepare them for competition. I am a member ofNational Honor Society at my
school, an organization ofthe top students from the upper classes that tutor younger students and
conduct all ofthe service projects at White Station High School. Alongside my Scouting career, I
have worked as a staffer at Kia Kuna Scout Reservation where I instructed younger scouts on
merit badges pertaining to handicrafts.
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Graham Ross Ambitions and Life Purpose
After graduating high school senior year, I plan to attend college. Right now, one of my top
choices is Washington University in St. Louis. I am really interested in multiple things; I enjoy
history and economics, but I also love making films. After college, I would like to join the Peace
Corps; I want to give back in some way after college, and I would like to do that in another part
of the world. I am not sure what I want to do with my career. However, I know that I will continue
making movies throughout the rest of my life. Even if I do not make a career out of it, I will
continue it as a passion of mine. Also, I want to be involved with Scouting as an adult. I am
grateful for my 11 years in Boy Scouts, and I will want to either be involved as an adult leader or
encourage my children to sign up. I am excited for the opportunities that the rest of my life
brings, no matter what path I take.
Leadership Positions:
Logistics Director, Model United Nations; winner of several awards, including Best
Delegate
Member of the White Station High School student government
Business Manager, White Station Scroll (school newspaper)
Camp Counselor, St. Columba
Leadership staff, Happening, a Christian youth retreat
Treasurer, Best Buddies
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Joshua Springer
3/5/2020
Letter ofAmbition
Scouting has been apart ofmy life as long as I could remember. I remember going to a
meeting every Tuesday and being greeted with a new task for me to complete. I looked up at the
older scouts when I was just a young scout and wondered, "Wow, ifl could be like them."
MontJ:is and years passed and I began to realize that 1 needed to fulfill my position as a scout and
try to rise through the ranks. Laziness and other needs filled me and it made me struggle to make
my promises ofbecoming an Eagle Scout true.
As my time as Scout and Tenderfoot, I spent my time hanging out with my friends and
having fun on the campouts. I remember my first campout was at Old Kia Kima and we have a
massive bonfire and the best meals we could have. Every month I looked forward to the
campouts and seeing what fun activities were out there for us. As I drew closer to the fun aspect
ofscouting, the point oflearning what it truly meant to be a scout drifted further away and I
almost lost the will to learn anything about scouting. I looked at all my friends and saw them
with Life and Star rank as I remained a Tenderfoot. I realized then and there that I need to stop
being lazy and start the grind.
Throughout the grind I have had I learned about knots, how to set up a tent properly, how
to use a compass, and focusing on the outdoors and the respect we should have for nature. As I
rose up the ranks from Second Class to First Class, I soon realized I was becoming a leader for
the younger scouts and I had to be an example. When reaching First Class, I looked at the road
ahead ofme with all ofthe merit badges and fmding a way to be a stronger leader. I obtain the
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position of Patrol Leader and I loved the job a lot. I love being able to teach younger scouts my
knowledge and showing them the experience I had when I was young mixed in with learning.
But, down the road, it was hard to fulfill that position due to schoolwork and leading a club at
my school. I learned to manage my time between all three activities and it was stressful as some
times.
The next year, I was reelected into becoming a patrol leader and since being my senior
year, the workload for school was not that difficult but that doesn't mean all of my work was
easy. I realized that I had to do most of all of my merit badges within a year and I was scared if I
was not able to complete them. Months passed and progress on the merit badges accelerated
quickly. When I finished my final merit badge, I felt a huge relief and wave of success over it.
Along with completed my eagle project, I truly felt like I was at peace with myself through
scouting.
Goals in my future are pretty simple for the people of my age. I want to go to college but
I am still not sure what profession I want to go into. I have thought about going into animation
and game design but I have also thought about going into computer hardware. I would like to
become a father down the road and if I am blessed to have sons, I would like them to go down
scouting and show the experience I have had. I will teach him everything I know and show him
the true meaning of scouting.
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accountability. Being part of a team and working for a common goal is so satisfying. Running
has kept me fit and nurtured my love for the outdoors.
Because I enjoy living an active lifestyle, I am wanting to investigate a career that
involves sports and activity. I have taken biomedical classes throughout high school and have
also enjoyed learning about how the human body works. As a result, I would like to study sports
medicine in college. I believe this is the right choice for me because it is a topic that I enjoy
learning about. In addition, a career in this field would involve hands-on work, which is
something that I want in whatever career I end up choosing. I have not yet decided which
college I will attend, but I am conducting research every week, exploring options and
collaborating with my college counselor. I am blessed that my parents want to pay for my
college so that I can graduate debt free, and I want to reward them by earning as much
scholarship money as possible. My goal is to earn a full tuition scholarship so that my only
expenses will be hospitalities and books.
I started Scouts with nothing but a love for the outdoors and trying new things. Scouting
cultivated my interests and introduced me to many hobbies and activities that I still practice
and enjoy to this day. Because of Scouting, I have found a sport that I love. Because I found this
sport, I have found a career that I am interested in. Whatever the future holds for me, I am
confident that I will be prepared for it because I have learned to solve problems and overcome
difficulty through Scouting. I will be forever grateful to Scouting for changing my life so
drastically, and I will be proud to be the fifth Eagle Scout of my family.
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Eagle Scout Statement of Ambition
Jack Danley- Troop 13, Trinity UMC
July 2020

Since I have recently graduated high school, my ambitions now are faced towards the next
several years of my life, in college. I will be attending the Colorado School of Mines in Golden, CO and I
am excited to pursue a degree in chemical engineering and to explore the beautiful landscape of the
Rocky Mountains. In the short term, my goals are to make the most of my college experience. I hope to
continue my academic success from high school and graduate with both a bachelor's and master's
degree after five years. While I'm at college, however, I also plan on participating in campus
organizations that focus on service and the outdoors. Those two components of scouting have become
integral parts of my personality, and I aim to continue to participate in them even after my time as a
scout has ended.
A large majority of graduates from the college I am entering leave school with a job in hand, so I
hope to follow in that path and enter the workforce as soon as possible. That said, I am also exploring
options of a year of national service through the Americorps conservation programs. Whichever path I
take after college, I know I will be proud ofthe work I am doing. When I do eventually enter the
workforce, I hope to start a career in the energy sector. The National Renewable Energy Laboratory is
located only five miles from the college, so that seems like a promising career option for me.
While I am unsure what my life will be like in the next few years, I plan to keep scouting in my
life. I will remain active in our OA Lodge for as long as possible, and I hope to return to the Kia Kima staff
in coming summers. I am entering an exciting phase of my life and will do so with optimism and pride.
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Orsanizations and positions

Kia Kima Scout Reservation
2017 CSD
2018-present Camp Cherokee Scoutcraft
Order of the Arrow -- Ahoalan-Nachpikln Lodge 558
2018 Macheu Machque Chapter Chief
2018-19 Cherokee Camp Chief
2019 Lodge Vice Chief
2020 Lodge Treasurer
2018 Rookie of the Year
2019 James E. West Fellowship recipient
Central High School
Marching Band (2016-20)
2018-20 Horn Section Leader
2019 Junior of the Year
2018 & 2019 All-West TN honor band
2019 All-State TN honor band
2020 All-West TN symphony
National Honor Society (2018-20)
Mu Alpha Theta Mathematics Honor Society (2017-20)
Tri-M Music Honor Society (2019-20)
Ultimate frisbee team (2016-20)
2019 Co-Captain
2020 Captain
Cooper-Young Community Association
Youth Board Member & Scholarship Recipient (2019-20)
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Braden Husband
Growing up, I always wanted to

re able to help people. I feel like it was just the way that

I was raised, my great grandmother taught rre from the time that I could understand what a good
deed was and how mum it is truly appreciated. From time to time Ijumped from what I wanted
to do;

from architect to police officer, fireman to scientist. I even considered joining the military,

but of course I feel like every young, American male think upon this at some point in their life.
However, it is only a small handful that will go through with it, for whatever reason that may be.
It wasn't until my great grandmother passed away that I decided that I wanted to go into the
medical field. She was and believe rre when I say this, a strong woman through and through.
Surviving three other cancers, including cancer in both breasts. The last one was the one that got
her. Her tumor was wrapped around the stem of her brain, they called it a brainstem glioma It is
always extremely fatal and almost certainly uncurable. I then made q, my mind that I wanted to
be a doctor. J\,fy family and I knew that m matter how bad the condition was, she wasn't going to
pass painfully, she was at peace. To have that feeling, that your loved one is in the best care
possible and that they are at peace, there isn't a feeling like it That is why it is my dream to

re a

doctor, notjust to save lives, but to let others know that m matter what happens their loved one
is in good hands.
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Leadership Positions
Academies ofWest Memphis:

•

FBLA Treasurer

•

FBLA Secretary

•

FBLA President
.1. 3rd Place in Business Law for District
.2. 3rd Place in Business Law for State
.3. FBLA National Qualifier

•

Mu Alpha Theta Vice President

•

Beta Club Chapter President

•

Quiz Bowl Co-Captain

West Memphis Chamber of Commerce:

•

2016-2017 Junior Leadership Member

Arkansas Boy's State
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•

Hutchinson County Diamond City Councilman

•

Arkansas Boy's State Governor Candidate for Federalist Party
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tough, but fair. He refused to allow me to give up. I believe achieving this rank will not be just
for me, but for the entire Troop.
My long term aspirations are to obtain my Associate degree from Southwest Community
College, in Art. I plan on continuing my education at the University of Memphis, where I will
obtain my Bachelor's degree in Graphic's Art. After I complete my education, I plan on being an
Animator.
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Alex O'Connor statement of Ambition
I believe that I want my life to be dedicated to the betterment of myself so that I can help
better others. I am planning on going to college and major in both history and german so that i
can achieve my goal of either becoming a history professor and teach those curious to learn
history.I am learning german to broaden my knowledge of german culture as well as who i can
effectively communicate with. I wish to get into a prestigious graduate school and doctorate
program so that I will be the best I can possibly be in the field so that I may further what we
know and how we perceive the past.I believe that i excel in seeking nuisance and understanding
in historical situations and i wish to share this to other people to open their eyes to history as not
just a boring set of date, but as a complex and intriguing story full of morals and lessons for our
philosophy, our current situation, and our future. During college I plan to contitune volunteer
work, as well as tutoring others so that they can prosper and learn in a manner that best suits
them.
During my time at school, i took many AP courses and graduated with distinction and as
an student i showed constant leadership by helping other students with their papers during my
free time, helping them with their classwork and explaining the material we had covered, and i
help those who had failed math through the remedia course so that they could graduate high
school. I also attempted to be friendly and courteous to all and help with any issues I could or
lead them to someone that could to the best of my ability.
While working as a camp staff at Kia Kima, I worked in the Cherokee Handicrafts area.
During my stay there I constantly volunteered to help out in other areas when I was free(such as
helping with launching and retrieving boats, or helping tech centers with their robot fights) while
also doing my best to give the campers the best experience at handicrafts as i possibly could. I
made sure I was well versed in what I was instructing as well as acting as a friend to all those
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who I encountered, no matter my circumstances. I also took charge of the Brotherhood
ceremony on wednesday night for the 2019 year.I would have been Handicrafts director in 2020
but camp was cancelled. I have been passing on my knowledge about staffing camp to
Addison( a scout that would have been working in handicrafts with me) and providing her the
resources to succeed with or without me. Throughout this Pandemic, I have been helping out
with camp to the utmost of my abilities, even teaching on a socially distant handicraft merit
badge day at currier.
During my stay in the OA, I have served as both chapter chief and lodge secretary.
During my year as chapter chief, I made sure I was prompt in reporting and responding to units,
I made sure that the OA had a presence in every event I could get, I gathered ceremonial teams
for camporees and election teams for unit elections. I made sure every unit had the opportunity
to have an election and knew about the OA. As Secretary I made sure that everyone was
registered for events, took the minutes at LEC meetings, and assisted in planning and the
running of events. I have constantly volunteered to do tasks that most would not want to but are
necessary for the lodge to function properly( such as elngomating) with the utmost zeal.
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Dear Eagle Scout Committee,
My name is Luke Reece and I am an Eagle Scout Candidate. I have been a Scout for
nearly five years and have immensely enjoyed my time here. My ambitions include becoming a
history professor, an important part of my community, and, eventually, starting a family.
For as long as I can remember I have enjoyed learning about history. It's crazy to me how
many times history can repeat itself with the same effect on different people. I am attending
Arkansas State University Mid-South in the fall to start my next journey in life. However, after
completing only a year at the college in order to finish my general education, I will be
transferring to the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville. There, I will join the Honors College
and their impressive history program. Although Medieval History is my favorite time period, I
believe I will teach American History due to the distortion of our history I have experienced in
my own classes.
After obtaining my bachelor's and master's degree, I hope to return to West Memphis to
teach. Having taken classes from strong faculty at my high school and ASU Mid-South, as a
concurrent student, I believe that I have been set up for success. Along with those outstanding
faculty, I have my supportive family and an extensive community support network. This support
structure will help to motivate me to always do better, as I work towards my ultimate goal of
serving my community. Staying close to home has other benefits, as well. Henry, the youngest
of my five siblings, is very important to me, and I want to be there as he grows up.
As for my community, my grandfather has always been a large part of my life. This
includes helping me learn to play baseball, when I struggled with math, and with my faith. One
of the most important things in our community, to him, is the Boys and Girls Club. He is even
on the Board of Directors. I aspire to be like him in that aspect. To be someone who can
positively affect West Memphis and spread happiness and love throughout our community.
I struggled with the choice of having a family for a long time. At one point I wanted to
be a Priest. This would mean that I could not have a family. However, as I grew older and more
in love with history, I fell away from that desire. Having helped with my younger siblings so
much over this quarantine, I have decided that I do want a family. This would be after college,
of course, when I have a stable financial situation and have found someone to start a family with.
Even with all of this somewhat planned, I know I will make mistakes, big and small.
That is where my faith comes in. Paramount to my maturity is my relationship with God. I have
been raised a Catholic my entire life and believe that it has positively affected who I am today.
As a Christian, I have faith that God will lead me down the right path and will help me to make
the right decisions when the time comes. Without my faith, many of my opportunities would not
have arisen and even more would not have turned out as well as they have. He keeps me humble,
grateful, and respectful; as any Scout should be.
Thank you for the time you have taken in order to consider me for the rank of Eagle. I
swear to live my life as a Scout and with the utmost respect for God and our great nation.
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Shah I
Yug Shah
September 2019
Eagle Scout Letter of Ambition
Whenever I mentio11 that I am a proud member of Boy Scouts of America, some people
snicker and call me a nerd. For me, being a n1;:rd mear1s having passion, and finding a home in
activities that interest you and encourage constant growth. I found my niche after joining the Doy
Scouts at oge 11.
This quickly becarm: a passion of mine because all my interests - academics, physical
activity, and exploration - could be applied and mastered through merit badges and service
projects. Learning became science merit badges, digging in the dirt became exploring nature
through hikes and outdoor activities on camping trips, and my love for the outdoors became
l0-mile mountain hikes. This made me realize how much I still have Lo learn, and made me
excited to question my environment and discover new things. Though Boy Scouts are typically
labeled "nerds". it is through BSA that I found a place where I could !cam and grow while
expanding my horizons and pursuing my interests.
I currently attend Arkansas School for Mathematics, Science, and the Arts, one of sixteen
public, residential high schools in the country specializing in the education of talented and
motivated students who have an interest and aptitude for mathematics and science as well as a
passion for creativity, humanities and the arts. A few of my short term goals at ASMSA include
maintaining at least a 3.5 GPA and having leadership positions in a minimum of two clubs.
After grnduation, I plan to continue my education at a prestigious 4-year college working
towards either my Business Munagemcnt and Entrepreneurship degree or Information
Technology and Computer Science degree. T hope to be veiy successful in life, with a loving and
caring family.
The effect that Boy Scouts has had on me is tremendous and profound. Through being a
Roy Scout, I was able to learn how to become a better leader, at National Youth Lcadership
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Shah 2
Training specifically, and have many leadership positions in my troop and other extracun'iculars.
I've had many different roles in my troop, rnnging from Senior Patrol Leader to Order of the
Arrow Troop Representative. This organization also permitted an excellent way for me to serve
society; I partake in community service projects, mainly because they get me involved and
connected wilh more people. One service project I particularly enjoyed participating in was a
food Pantcy at the Marion United Methodist Church. I liked this project because we were
hdping the less fortunate and giving thanks for our fortunes by taking action. Doing community
service is one of my favorite ways of getting involved, and doing service projects gives me an
outlet lo do that. I will continue to serve my community through service projects throughout my
life and career.
Despite the ridicule that the Boy Scout stereotype induces, I proudly wear my status as a
badge - another merit badge on my sash. Boy Scouts give me the chance to explore many
different areas of interest and fotd creative ways to learn about various, unique aspect�. What I
have learned will allow me to apply my knowledge in creative, helpful ways. "Nerds" arc people
who find a passion and strive to make the world better through their knowledge. My outer nerd is
being a Boy Scout.
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Christopher Austin Williams
Statement of Ambition and Life Purpose
I guess you could say that scouting is in my blood•..•my grandfather,
Charles Coffin earned bis Eagle Scout Rank on April 11, 1939 in Knoxville,
Tennessee. My uncle, Cbaz Coffin, participated in Cub Scouts and Boy Scouts
and my grandmother, Edna Coffin was a Den Leader in Knoxville from
1962-1968. My mother, Elizabeth Williams, currently serves as Treasurer and
Committee Member for Pack 292 and Troop 225 in West Memphis, Arkansas.
Scouting bas always been an important activity in my family's life.
I joined Pack 292 in the first grade and over the nei:t few years earned
every rank and received my Arrow of Light in 2014. I crossed over to Boys
Scouts Into Troop 225 that same year. I have truly enjoyed scouting under the
leadenhlp of Scout Master, Michael Pouncey. Mr. Pouncey bas always
worked bard to make scouting fun while helping me learn leadenhip skills,
personal responsibility, the Importance of being prepared and helping others.
I have a lot of great memories, Including winning the Twin Banks District
Pinewood Derby, spending the night on a submarine on a camping trip and
summer camps at Kia Kima. I have held numerous positions within Troop
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225 including patrol leader and senior patrol leader which bas helped me
learn leadership skills that I will carry with me throughout my life.
I was fortunate to attend the National Scout Jamboree at the Summit
Bechtel Reserve in West Virginia in 2017. To see that many scouts In one
place at the same time was amazing! But my most favorite memory will be
the trip to St. Thomas Sea Base in 2018. Learning to sail and exploring the
beautiful water and scenery of the U.S. Virgin Islands with my scouting
friends was a trip of a lifetime! I have really enjoyed advancing through the
ranks to earn the rank of Eagle Scout.
I am an Honor Student at West Memphis Christian School. I have
played football, baseball and track in my high school years. I am currently
Captain of the Black Knights Football Team. I am a member of the Executive
Student Councll, serving as treasurer this year. I am also a member of the
Beta Club and Mu Alpha Theta. My favorite subject Is English and I placed
first in the Mid South Association of Independent Schools State Reading Fair
two consecutive yean while in high school.
My future plans Include college, even though I haven't yet decided
where I want to go, I am interested in becoming a sports analyst or 1ports
commentator. I will be punulng a degree In Sports Management with an
emphasl1 In communications.
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407 Mimosa Drive.
Indianola, MS 38751
Dear Madam/ Sir
l\(IY name is Draylan La'Morris Long, I am a 16 year old junior at Gentry High
School in Indianola, MS. I am a junior deacon at my church, and enjoy singing and
praising God. I enjoy playing basketball but my favorite is football and my team is
the 49ers.

I am a member of the B.B. King Ambassador, Project Listen, and Boy Scouts of
America. I was 3rd grade when a brochure came around at my school about joining
the Boy Scout. I attended the first meeting and joined. I thought many times to

quit but something wouldn't let me. I now hold the Life Rank. Some kids use to
tease me and bully me a lot and down the Boy Scout, but scouting has actually
taught me a lot of discipline, understanding, and encourages me. It has helped
and is helping me to distance myself from the wrong crowd of people. It teaches
strive for the best. I am striving to never give up on anything that is positive.

After graduating from high school in the year 2021, I plan to attend Mississippi
Delta Community College, majoring in business. After graduating from MDCC, I

plan to attend Mississippi State University continuing my education in business
with a minor in entrepreneuship. I want to design my own clothing, and open my

own business and give back to my community and still be a part of scouting.
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Letter of Ambitions
Evan Alford, 16
Life Scout
Troop 459 at Ellendale United Methodist
Scouts has done a lot for me. Sometimes it takes you a year or two later to look back
and see what things you really learned. One of my first experiences that showed me the
importance of scouting was during a rehearsal for a musical. A fellow cast member fell off the
stage and did some damage to her ankle. I then administered a little first aid to get her home.
She came back after seeing a doctor. I was notified that the doctor said that it would have been
worse if I was not there. You never know when you will be needed or put in a dangerous
situation.
You can learn all kinds of lessons. Some can be indirect messages. From teamwork, safe
and positive mentalities, or higher comfort in stressful situations, you can pick up great things.
Thanks to scouting, anything that I know how to cook in my own kitchen, I can cook with a
Dutch Oven or a fire.
It is great to look back to see how you have improved. It can even be more rewarding to
see how you've helped others improve. I enjoy seeing the younger scouts get more comfortable
in the woods and away from their phone. You can see scouts get the hang of cooking. Even if
you need to step in every once in a while. It can even boil down to the signing off on rank
requirements. I am the younger brother to one sister. I have never had a brother. However,
thanks to scouting, I have quite a few. I am here to help them grow and they even help me, too.
Scouting has taught me a lot but much of it is from the scouts themselves. I never had a
younger sibling and I do not see my younger cousins often at all. Scouting has given me the
experience of being followed and a large role model for a bunch of kids, who I hope to help
become strong young men. They also can keep me on my toes.
I plan to participate in scouting as a scout until I age out. I hope to come back even after
that. There will always be scouts coming in to rank up. There is no reason for me to leave them
there high and dry. I have tried to leave them with as much knowledge I can every time I am
with them, but there is always more to learn. I am sixteen, therefore, I can be there as an older
scout for the next two years. People tend to count down. "Only two years until retirement," or,
"three weeks until the wedding," can be on people's minds. After that, only my label will
change. I might just be an "adult." I can be there even eighteen or above. I just might not be a
"scout." I do not try to count down. I am just focused on trying to be able to teach and share all
my knowledge I have before I age out in two years. By then I might have to back off just a little
and let them grow themselves and their younger scouts. I will just be an adult to keep them out
of jail or the hospital.
I am a high school athlete currently participating in Bartlett High School's golf program. I
try to challenge myself with Honors and advanced Placement courses. I also have a focus in
business. I am a member of our Honors Academy and Beta Club. These two require service
hours. By the time I was done with my service hours requirements for rank advancements in
scouts, I gained the talent of finding service hours. While my friends stressed to fit in those
hours in the last minute, I had them done in the first semester.
I do plan on playing collegiate golf. My major Is definitely undecided, but an accounting
degree of some sort has been an idea tossed around. Scouts has definitely steered me into the
path of success for whatever my career path. One thing I feel people get wrong about success is
that talent can only get you so far. Singers still have to go book gigs, get their name out there,
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Letter of Ambitions
Evan Alford, 16
Life Scout
Troop 459 at Ellendale United Methodist
work hard and late nights just to showcase their talent. While it can help, you still have to put in
work. Scouts has provided me with many physical and mental tools I can use for the rest of my
life for success. Hard physical labor can work, but there is always a need to be the "right
person" for any job or task. There tends to be twelve traits you can strive to use. I will strive to
be trustworthy, loyal, helpful, friendly, courteous, kind, obedient, cheerful, thrifty, brave, clean,
and reverent. Just like anyone else, I have no idea what the future holds. However, thanks to
scouting, I can always be prepared for what is to come.
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John Walker
BSA Troop 459
I joined scouting in to reconnect with the outdoors like I had during my
childhood while also forging meaningful relationships with people in my same age
and interest group, something which I have always had problems doing. After
joining I developed a more profound interest in the leadership aspect of scouting
and pursued the Order of the Arrow, ot which I am a Brotherhood Member; and
attended NYLT in 2018. i have aiso served twice as the Assistant Senior Patroi
Leader as well as n1Ultiple fones as a Patrol leader. After I finish my Eagle Scout
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own business.
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The Scout Oath
On my honor I will do my best to do my duty to God and my country and to obey the Scout Law;
to help other people at all times; to keep myself physically strong, mentally awake, and morally
straight.

The Scout Law
A Scout is…
TRUSTWORTHY. Tell the truth and keep promises. People can depend on you.
LOYAL. Show that you care about your family, friends, Scout leaders, school, and country.
HELPFUL. Volunteer to help others without expecting a reward.
FRIENDLY. Be a friend to everyone, even people who are very different from you.
COURTEOUS. Be polite to everyone and always use good manners.
KIND. Treat others as you want to be treated. Never harm or kill any living thing without good
reason.
OBEDIENT. Follow the rules of your family, school, and pack. Obey the laws of your
community and country.
CHEERFUL. Look for the bright side of life. Cheerfully do tasks that come your way. Try to help
others be happy.
THRIFTY. Work to pay your own way. Try not to be wasteful. Use time, food, supplies, and
natural resources wisely.
BRAVE. Face difficult situations even when you feel afraid. Do what you think is right despite
what others might be doing or saying.
CLEAN. Keep your body and mind fit. Help keep your home and community clean.
REVERENT. Be reverent toward God. Be faithful in your religious duties. Respect the beliefs of
others.
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